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ABSTRACT

A system for processing a database-queried call uses the
call processing capabilities of a carrier's database and a
subscriber's database as part of a total communication
switching system. Generally, origination information
such as as ANI, dialed number and caller entered infor

mation are forwarded by the originating switch to the
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carrier's database which sends them to the subscriber's
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database. The latter uses prestored programs and cal
lers' related information to formulate a processing label
for the call. The processing label is comprised of i) a
routing label which provides input to the carrier's data
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the subscriber's premise equipment and iii) a billing
information label which can be used by the originating
switch to create a customized billing record for the call.
If desired, the subscriber's database, upon finding that
the received call origination information is insufficient
to positively identify a caller, can request additional
information from the caller. This allows the communi
cation switching system to provide call-by call routing
features to subscribers without subjecting all callers to
post-dial delay inconveniences caused by an ordinary
prompting arrangement. In order to update a file of call
handling resources available at all subscriber's loca
tions, the carrier's database can send the selected desti
nation number after the call has been completed to the
subscriber's database.

46 Claims, 12 Drawing Sheets
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(such as time of day, day of week etc). However, meet
ing the requirements of this bank and each of a carrier's

COOPERATIVE DATABASES CALL PROCESSING
SYSTEM
TECHNICAL FIELD

This invention relates to a system and method for
processing database-queried telephone calls, and more
particularly, to a system and method enabling such calls
to be completed through the cooperative generation
and processing of routing and handling instructions by a
subscriber's database system and a carrier's routing
database as part of a total communication switching

10

system.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

15

Database queried communications services, such as
800 and 900 services which require information look-up
in order to route each call, have become increasingly
critical for day-to-day operations of a large number of
telephone subscribers. As the vital pipeline to a vast 20
pool of callers, telephone calls made to subscribers of
these services represent potential business opportunities
and therefore need to be routed, completed and handled
by telecommunications carriers and subscribers of these
services represent potential business opportunities and 25
therefore need to be routed, completed and handled by
telecommunications carriers and subscribers alike, in
the most efficient manner. To that end, communications

numerous subscribers wishing to customize routing
decisions to their particular business environment will
necessitate a prohibitively costly expansion of the carri
er's routing database. In addition, carriers are legiti
mately concerned about the potential degradation in
performance in terms of call setup time delay that could
arise from the increase in size and attendant processing
logic complexity of carrier's routing database. Thus, the
current stat of the art prevents subscribers from defin
ing their own routing parameters that could take advan
tage of the vast wealth of customer information stored

in a subscriber's database to route calls in a manner that
is more functional to their business needs and customers

requirements.
In response to this need of the marketplace, other
prior art systems have tried to overcome some of the
limitations of the advanced routing features by forward
ing all calls for a specific subscriber to a PBX at one of
the subscribers' central locations. Under this approach,
the PBX forwards the Automatic Number Identifica

tion (ANI) of the caller and the dialed number to an
attached processor which retrieves from its database
called a "subscriber's database', a destination number
for the call. The formulation of this destination number

can be predicated on factors such as dialed number,
caller's ANI, call handling capacity at all locations as

carriers have enhanced these services by offering two well as information in a customer record retrieved from
major optional features, namely, 1) "advanced routing', 30
subscriber's database. The PBX then uses the desti
which aims to enable subscribers to get optimal perfor the
mance from their call handling resources and 2) "calling nation number to redirect or transfer the call to the
party identification' which purports to give subscribers appropriate location using, for example, the call redi
rect pre-ringing feature or the call redirect post answer
some background information regarding the caller.
The advanced routing features are implemented as 35 feature available in the AT&T Definity (R) PBX. This
part of a plurality of inventions that have sprung out of solution however, is rather expensive due to the cost
the teachings of R. P. Weber in U.S. Pat. No. 4,191,860. associated with the advanced features of the PBX men
Weber's patent described a technique for translating an tioned above. In addition, the PBX solution subjects the
800 number to a Plain Old Telephone Service (POTS) caller to post-dial delay inconveniences caused by the
number in a routing database using the dialed number call transfer or call redirection mechanism.
and the Numbering Plan Area (NPA) of the caller as
Another arrangement which uses a PBX to redirect
routing parameters. New advanced routing features calls is described in U.S. Pat. No. 4,757,267 issued to B.
introduced by communications carriers allow subscrib Riskin on Jun. 17, 1987. The Riskin system uses a pro
ers to select from a broader class of routing parameters. cessor attached to a PBX to retrieve a destination num
Selection of these parameters however, is still limited to 45 ber for the dealer of a national distributor or manufac
a restricted set. For example, in U.S. Pat. No. 4,611,094, turer that is closest to the caller. An alternative embodi
Asmuth et al. disclosed a method for routing calls based ment of the Riskin system discloses an arrangement
on additional information received from the caller
wherein the processor, instead of being attached to the
through a call prompting device and other carrier de PBX, is linked directly to the carrier's routing database,
fined routing parameters, such as time of day, day of the thereby vitiating the need for the PBX as a call redirect
week, time zone at subscriber's locations or calling ing device. In this alternative embodiment, the carrier's
station, etc. While subscribers can periodically change database offloads its route selection functions to the
the value of these carrier defined parameters or send processor which acts as a subscriber's database. Hence,
congestion status information to the carrier's database the carrier's database participation in the route selection
via dedicated lines, as disclosed in U.S. Pat. No. 55 process is limited to relaying information back and forth
4,737,983, carriers, however, have been reluctant to between the carrier's originating switch and the sub
allow external parameters other than congestion status scriber's database. This approach may be arguably ade
information to influence routing decisions on a call by quate for simple applications, such as the dealer locator
call basis, because of heightened security concerns type of services disclosed in the Riskin patent, wherein
raised by the interaction between subscriber's databases the caller entered digits or the NPA and the exchange

and carrier's routing databases. As a result, subscribers
are forced to choose exclusively from carrier's defined
parameters that may be ill-suited for their business
needs. For example, a bank with its operations confined
to one time zone would likely prefer to have routing 65
decisions for calls originating from its depositors or
debtors predicated on their account number or loan
number, in addition to traditional routing parameters

number of the caller are matched to a destination num

ber. For complex applications however, where multiple
types of routing parameters play distinct but comple

mentary roles in the formulation of a destination num
ber for a call, the Riskin approach unduly penalizes the
subscriber by forcing him or her to shoulder alone the
entire development cost of a routing database and asso
ciated routing logic. In addition, Riskin's approach fails

5,311,572
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to exploit and use the processing and routing logic capa

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

bilities of the carrier's database.

The other feature introduced by carriers to help sub
scribers in their call handling tasks is broadly known as
"caller identification" or "caller id" which purports to
offer a competitive marketing tool by providing the
subscriber with background information regarding the
calling party. Automatic Number Identification (ANI),
the most common form of caller id, when delivered to

a subscriber's PBX, can be used as a key in a database

In accordance with our invention, a system is dis

O

search to retrieve additional information about the cal

ler. This approach is adequate when all calls directed to
a subscriber are routed to a single centralized location
served by a PBX connected to a processor with a data
base containing all customer records. However, the

4.

15

caller identification features are less desirable for sub
scribers with a decentralized business structure or for

subscribers who have implemented a distributed com
puting architecture characterized by each location hav 20
ing its own database storing information about local
customers. For those subscribers, the use of ANI as a

closed to allow database queried telephone calls to be
efficiently handled and completed using in a coopera
tive manner, the aggregate call processing capabilities
of a subscriber's database and a carrier's database as part
of a total communication switching system. According
to one aspect of the invention, selection of a route for a
call is initiated when the carrier's database forwards
caller's originating information which includes the di
aled number and the ANI or Billing Number (BN) of
the caller to the subscriber's database through the sig
naling network or other type of data communication
network. The subscriber's database uses information
from diverse sources to formulate a processing label for
the call. Sources of information available to the sub
scriber's database include customers' profile informa
tion, processing logic tailored to the subscriber's busi
ness needs and optionally, status data of call handling
resources at various locations. The processing logic in

key in a database search to retrieve additional informa

the subscriber's database, analyzes the specific charac

economically unattractive choices. One of these choices
consists of duplicating the entire customer information

number, the ANI and the corresponding customer pro
file information and determines the specific criteria for
the call to be handled. The subscriber's database pro
cessing logic may also indicate a distinct class for the
caller, subjecting him or her to a particular call treat
ment. Based on these criteria and input data from the
other sources, the subscriber's processing logic gener
ates a processing label for the call that is forwarded to
the carrier's database. The processing label is comprised
of a routing label and an end point label which can play
two distinct but complementary roles in the final dispo
sition of the call. For certain implementations of our
invention, the processing label may also include a bill
ing information label. The routing label provides input
data to the carrier's communication switching system
for route selection. The end point label, by contrast,
consists of a set of alphanumeric characters which de

teristics associated with the call based on the dialed

tion about a caller constrains the subscriber to face some
25

database at all locations. Such a choice can become

prohibitively expensive as the number of locations in
creases. In addition, coordination of database mainte
nance and updating for all locations can transform sim

ple upkeeping tasks into an administrative nightmare.

30

Another choice takes advantage of the advanced rout

ing feature to route a call to a specific location based on

the caller's ANI and the location of the database where

the caller's records are stored. In that case, the database

35

containing information about local customers is paired
to another location's database storing the same informa
tion thereby allowing the call to be routed to the second
location if the first location is unavailable. However,
one of the deficiencies of this approach is that the carri
er's database has to store not only callers' ANI data but
also additional data indicating the locations where re

note characteristics associated with a call and/or infor

cords are stored for all callers associated with a sub
scriber.

Furthermore, the current architecture of database

45

queried communication services has prevented carriers
to target specific market segments and to discretely
differentiate various types of customers. Aiming to
circumvent this limitation, some subscribers have as

signed different 800 numbers to different classes of cus 50
tomers subject to different treatment. However, this
solution is rather rigid and inflexible, since once a prior
ity 800 number is assigned to a customer, he or she
would still enjoy the same special treatment using that 55
assigned number regardless of how little benefit may be
derived by the subscriber out of that special treatment
lavished on the caller.
In summary, the inability of the present architecture
of database-queried communication services 1) to pro
cess calls based on existing routing parameters in the
carrier's database and on functional parameters in the
subscriber's database, 2) to allow subscribes to take
advantage of the distributed computing trend in data
processing and 3) to elevate these services to the addi 65
tional role of a competitive edge tool for subscribers, is
still an unresolved problem for subscribers of these
services.

mation to be forwarded by the communication switch
ing system to the terminating PBX (or other CPE).
Alternatively, the processing label may include in lieu
of the routing label a caller class indicator that instructs
the carrier's database to select a specific routing logic
associated with a set of locations to determine a destina
tion number for the call. Finally, the third element of
the processing label, namely, the billing information
label provides to the communications carrier a custom
ized billing rate for the purpose of creating a billing
record for the call. This aspect of the invention logi
cally partitions call processing functions between a
subscriber's database handling caller's related process
ing functions and a carrier's database performing sub
scriber's related call handling and routing functions.
According to another aspect of the invention, infor
mation associated with the call such as the ANI and the
dialed number is supplemented by caller entered infor
mation gathered by a prompting device, which solicits
during the call setup process, any necessary information
from the caller to delineate the contours of a more

precise profile of the caller/customer. The ANI, the

dialed number and the caller entered information form

what is hereafter referred to as the "originating infor
mation' associated with the call. Request for additional

information from the caller to complete the originating

information for a call can be initiated either by the carri

5
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er's database or the subscriber's database. Formulation

which is related to a set of locations stored in the carri

of a processing label in the subscriber's database and

er's database to which the call can be routed;

destination number or call treatment in the carrier's

database then follows the same pattern outlined above.
However, the information obtained through the
prompting device allows subscribers significant addi
tional control in the selection of variables and parame
ters taken into consideration by a carrier's communica
tion switching system to generate call processing com
mands.

A third aspect of the invention contemplates the car
rier's database forwarding the destination number for
the call i) first to the originating switch for routing the
call, and ii) immediately after the call is completed, to
the subscriber's database for updating a file of call han
dling resources available at all of the subscriber's loca
tions. The call handling resources file in the subscriber's
database is further updated by using two alternative
techniques. According to the first technique, a prese
lected average call holding time is used to determine
when a resource is free for reuse. The second technique
contemplates the originating switch at call termination
time sending a call termination message to the carrier's

O

subscriber. This table which is stored in the carrier's

15

database correlates each service type label formulated
by the subscriber's database to a specific routing logic
tree associated with a set of locations and correspond
ing extension number codes;
FIG. 13 shows a translation table for a typical loca
tion matching the extension number code to a couple of
real extension numbers. This table is stored in the mem

ory of the CPE equipment at one of the subscriber's
locations and

database to indicate that the resource is available for

use. The carrier's database in turn, forwards that mes

FIG. 10 is a layout of the different fields in the pro
cessing label for one embodiment of our invention;
FIG. 11 is an illustrative table for a typical subscriber.
This table which is stored in the subscriber's database
pairs the customer record identification number (policy
number) of the caller to a set of locations to which the
call can be routed;
FIG. 12 is an exemplary table for a representative

25

FIG. 14 shows an alternative representation of the
processing label for a different embodiment of our in
vention.
FIGS. 15, 16, 17 and 18 represent maps of storage
areas containing instructions executed respectively by

sage to the subscriber's database for the purpose of the carrier's database, the subscriber's database, the
updating the call handling resources file. This aspect of ACP and the subscriber's premise equipment.
the invention allows the subscriber's database to keep
DETALED DESCRIPTION
track of resource utilization at different locations and
permits implementation of load balancing without hav 30 FIG. 1 illustrates a configuration for a communica
ing to deploy a separate network to monitor trunk utili tion switching system designed to complete database
zation at all locations.
queried telephone calls through the cooperative pro
cessing of a carrier's database and a subscriber's data
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE ORAWINGS
base in accordance with our invention. In FIG. 1, sta
35 tion set 105 is shown linked to Local Exchange Carrier
In the drawings:
FIG. 1 shows in block diagram form, a configuration (LEC) telephone network 103 which includes a com
for a communication switching system designed to munication switching system. LEC network 103 is in
complete database-queried telephone calls through the turn connected to the Interexchange Carrier's ACtion
cooperative processing of a carrier's database and a Point (ACP) 102 which performs two primary func
subscriber's database in accordance with out invention; tions, namely, it operates as the point of entry for all
FIG. 2 shows a typical representation of the fields LEC traffic to be switched on interexchange carrier
that may be included in the caller class routing and network 124 and it serves as the access point to a Com
customer routing and processing record stored in the mon Channel Signaling network (represented as de
scribed below by STP 104) for database-queried tele
subscriber's database;
FIG.3 is a layout of typical fields in the Call Process 45 phone calls. The Asmuth et al. patent mentioned above
ing Record which is the collective set of information provides a general description of ACP 102. The Com
(routines, tables options, active/inactive flags, fields) mon Channel Signaling network is a packet switching
that provides input data for the carrier's database to network composed of a plurality of interconnected
formulate call handling and routing instructions for nodes that are used to exchange call handling messages
between processor-driven switching systems according
calls destined for a particular subscriber;
FIG. 4 and FIG. 5 represent flow diagrams of call to a specific protocol, such as CCS7. An implementa
processing instructions executed by the carrier's data tion of the CCS7 protocol called CCS7 Network Inter
base system, the subscriber's database system, the ACP connect (CCS7 NI) can be used for example, to ex
and other system components of FIG. 1 for processing change signaling messages between toll switch 112 and
55 LEC switch 121. For the sake of simplicity, the signal
and completing calls;
FIG. 6 and FIG. 7 present in flow diagram form ing network is represented in FIG. 1 by a single Signal
detailed instructions regarding the formulation of some Transfer Point, namely STP 104. The features and func
of the components of a processing label by the subscrib tionality of an STP are described in the book "Engi
er's database for a representative subscriber;
neering and Operations in the Bell System,” Second
FIG. 8 presents an illustrative table for a representa Edition, published by AT&T Bell Laboratories, at
tive subscriber. This table which can be stored in the
pages 292 through 294.
FIG. also discloses carrier's database 106 connected
subscriber's database correlates some special character
istics associated with a call to the codes of extension
to STP 104. Carrier's database 106 consists of a com
numbers of a set of locations to which the call can be
puter system with mass storage which receives originat
65 ing information regarding the call from ACP 102 via
routed;
FIG. 9 is also an illustrative table of a representative STP 104. Carrier's database 106 runs standard database
Subscriber pairing specific characteristics associated management system software with call processing prin
with a call to a code called a service type indicator itives to retrieve records and formulate call handling
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instructions for calls placed to a specific subscriber
based on a set of stored parameters. Collectively, the
parameters are known as a Call Processing Record
(CPR), such as CPR 107 of FIG. 2. Carrier's database
106 may be implemented as a Network Control Point
(NCP), which is a processor-controlled centralized data
base facility performing all the functions described
above. The operation of an NCP is described, for exam
ple, in the D. Sheinbein, et al., article on pp. 1737-1744
of Bell System Technical Journal (BSTJ), September, O
1982, Volume 61, No. 7, Part 3. FIG. 1 also discloses
Network Services Complex (NSC) 101 connected to
ACP 102. NSC101 frequently includes a call prompting
device and an audio response unit capable of playing
announcements and collecting information from the 15
caller in response to commands from ACP 102. More
over, FIG. 1 depicts various carrier switches, such as
toll switch 110, toll switch 111 or 112, and LEC switch
121. These switches are software-driven, processor
controlled telephone systems designed to route calls 20
either from one switch to another or to subscriber prem
ises equipment, such as PBX 115 and PBX 116. A well
known LEC switch is the AT&T No. 5ESS (R) which is
described in AT&T Technical Journal, Vol. 64, No. 6,
part 2, pp. 1305-1564, July/August, 1985. A toll switch 25
may be implemented using the AT&T No. 4ESS (R)
whose features and functionality are explained in great
detail in Bell System Technical Journal (BSTJ), Vol. 56,
No. 7, pp. 1015-1320, September, 1977. FIG. 1 also
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or information retrieved from or processed by the sub
scriber's database to be forwarded to the called party.
This option is described in more detail below. Variable
billing field 206 offers the subscriber the option of deter
mining the billing rate for the caller on a call-by-call
basis. The variable billing rate option is available only
for non-toll-free database-queried telecommunication
services.
Before describing the fields in CCRCPR 109, a gen
eral overview of the major characteristics of subscrib
er's database 108 might help put the definition of those
fields in proper perspective. As indicated above, sub
scriber's database 108 is comprised of direct access
storage devices (DASD) attached to a processor run
ning a standard database management system software
and subscriber definable programs. Subscriber's data
base 108 can be connected to carrier's database 106
either via the common channel signaling network repre
sented in FIG. 1 by STP 104 or alternatively through a
data communication network or dedicated lines. Sub

scriber's database 108 contains records consisting of
fields used by the subscriber in the ordinary course of
business for purposes such as billing, financial planning,
accounting and marketing. Subscriber's database 108 is
ordinarily dedicated to one subscriber. However, multi
ple subscribers receiving on an individual basis a limited
number of telephone calls can pool their resources to
share one subscriber's database. Subscriber's database
108 primary purpose is to assist carrier's database 106 in
formulating routing, processing and call handling com

discloses Status Data Network 130 which is intercon 30
nected to PBXs 115 and 116 and subscriber's database
mands for calls directed towards the subscriber. One of
108. Status data packet network 130 can be a public or the set of records stored in subscriber's database 108 is

private data packet network comprised of packet

the Caller Class Routing and Customer Processing Re

switching facilities interconnected by data lines. The cord (CCRCPR) 109 which is the counterpart of CPR
AT&T Accunet Packet Service (R) is a good example of 35 107 in carrier's database 106. Like CPR 107, CCRCPR
a public packet network. Packet switching facilities are 109 consists of logic routines and subroutines, routing

described for example, in A. G. Fraser, U.S. Pat. Nos. table options and other fields. Unlike CPR 107, how
3,749,845 of Jul. 31, 1973 and 3,979,733 of Sep. 7, 1976. ever, CCRCPR 109 may contain business related fields
Finally, FIG. 1 shows processors 122 and 123, which under the exclusive control of the subscriber, that can
are general purpose computers, such as the AT&T 6386 40 be defined by the subscriber in accordance with his or
Personal Computer running standard database manage her specific needs. Since the fields of CCRCPR 109 can
ment systems applications such as, Informix TM SQL or vary from one subscriber to another, the fields shown in
Oracle TM 4GL.
FIG. 3 constitute an illustrative representation of an
As mentioned above, Call Processing Record (CPR) average subscriber. Fields 301 and 302 contain informa
107 in FIG. 1 consists of a set of information which 45 tion on ANI and Dialed Number respectively. These
includes logic routines and subroutines, routing table fields represent different keys used by subscriber's data
options, various fields and active/inactive flags. For base 108 to retrieve a record for a specific caller. Cus
simplicity purposes, a subset of the fields most relevant tomer Record Identification 303 can be any set of alpha
to our invention is illustrated in FIG. 2. Subscriber
numeric or numeric characters that uniquely identifies a
Record Identification field 201 uniquely identifies a SO customer, such as an account number, a credit card
subscriber within the database system. As its name indi number, an insurance policy number or a social security
cates, Intelligent Call Processing Route Selection field number. Caller entered information can be matched
202 determines for each CPR, whether or not the sub against customer record identification 303 to retrieve a
scriber requested cooperative call processing features as record for a specific caller. Field 304 contains financial
provided by this invention. Call prompter field 203 55 information reflecting the caller's past financial dealings
indicates whether the subscriber wants a call prompting with the subscriber. For example, the balance of a loan
device to play an announcement to, and collect infor or the amount of money in a savings account, the face
mation from the caller. The content of field 203 may value of an insurance policy or the maximum amount of
also indicate the type of customized announcements to credit allowable under a credit card number represent
be played and the maximum number of digits to be samples of the type of information that can be stored in
collected. Query Capability Switch field 204 offers the field 304. Field 305 is a business rating code which
subscriber the option of enabling or disabling (tempo assesses the likelihood of sales closure with the caller
rarily) the entire set of cooperative call processing fea based on previous dealings and other factors. Loyal
tures provided by this invention, if the subscriber's data customers ("Frequent Flyers'), potential purchasers of
base is disabled or is not returning appropriate informa 65 high profit margin items (credit card "gold' card mem
tion within a predetermined time interval. Caller Infor bers) or volume buyers (travel agents) might have sepa
mation Forwarding (CINFO) field 205 determines rate rating numbers distinguishing them from other
whether the subscriber wants caller entered information
potential customers. Field 306 contains account infor
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mation or personal information about the caller, such as
name, age, type of account, etc. Field 307 contains
application specific data where the subscriber can store
information that is related to a specific service. Finally,
field 308 indicates the rate per minute the subscriber 5
would charge a particular caller identified by that re
cord. It should be noted that information indicating
caller class can be represented in either the business
rating code field or in the application specific data field
if the subscriber so desires. Alternatively, caller class 10
indicator can be derived from some form of processing
in subscriber's database 108 using as input at least one of
the fields in the caller's CCRCPR record as described
below.
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Select field 202 in FIG. 2 is examined by carrier's data
base 108 to determine if the subscriber has requested
cooperative call processing for the call, as contemplated
by this invention. Other fields in CPR 107 associated
with cooperative call processing such as Call Prompter
203 and CINFO 204 are also queried for further instruc
tions on how to process the call.
II. Information Gathering and Forwarding Process
FIG. 4 and FIG. 5 represent flow diagrams of call
processing instructions executed by carrier's database
106, subscriber's database 108, ACP 102 and other sys
tem components of FIG. 1 for routing and completing
calls. Once CPR 107 is examined in carrier's database

106 to indicate in step 401, that the subscriber requested
FIG. 8 represents a table stored in the subscriber's 15 cooperative call processing, a test is made in step 402, to
database correlating special characteristics associated determine if the call prompting option is active. In that
with a call to the codes of extension numbers at a set of
event, carrier's database 106 in step 408, sends a message
locations to which the call can be routed. While those
to ACP 102 instructing it to order its attached prompt
figures show only two characteristics for the sake of ing device, namely network service complex 101, to
simplicity and ease of explanation, it is to be understood 20 play an appropriate announcement and to collect infor
that multiple characteristics (more than two) can be mation (which may be in the form of digits) from the
associated with a call. Simplicity and ease of explana caller. In the information collection process, network
tion considerations also motivated the use of extension
services complex 101, in step 409, leads the caller
number codes. The codes could also be used for atten
through a series of steps in order to collect appropriate
dant splits of an Automatic Call Distributor (ACD). 25 information from the caller. Information solicited may
FIG. 9 shows a table correlating characteristics asso consist, for example, of personal data, such as (social
ciated with a call to codes associated with specific rout security number, account number), type of transactions
ing logic trees that trigger the execution of specific desired (general information, sales, service, billing) or
routines in the carrier's database.
any inquiry suitable to the subscriber's needs. Once the
FIGS. 10 to 14 were described above and because of 30 information collection process is completed, Network
their self-explanatory nature do not require further elab Services Complex 101, in step 410, forwards all col
oration.
lected information to ACP 102 which in turn, sends it to
In our invention, cooperative call processing involves carrier's database 106. The Asmuth et al. patent men
four distinct steps, which consist of 1) initial call han tioned earlier, describes a technique for gathering infor
dling by LEC network 103, ACP 102 and carrier's 35 mation from a caller and forwarding such information
database 1062) collection of information from the call to a carrier's database. Carrier's database 106, in step
ing party by network services complex 101, if so desired 411, forwards the dialed number, the ANI or Billing
by the subscriber 3) formulation of a processing label by Number and the information collected from the caller
subscriber's database 108, and 4) route selection and call to subscriber's database 108 through the signaling net
handling process by carrier's database 106 and interex 40 work represented by STP 104 in FIG. 1. Although
change carrier network 124. The last step consists of A) subscriber's database 108 in FIG. 1 is shown connected
selection of a route by carrier's database 106 based on i) to the signaling network represented by STP 104, it is to
the processing label forwarded by subscriber's database be understood that subscriber's database 108 could be
108, ii) routing parameters in carrier's database 106; B) linked to carrier's database 106 by any kind of data
forwarding of the destination number and the field(s) in 45 communication network or private lines. Thus, the
the end point label to ACP 102; and C) creating a billing protocol used by the data communication network to
record for the call, based on the billing information carry the originating information from carrier's data
label (if appropriate).
base 106 to subscriber's database 108 can be any data
I. Initial Call Handling Process
communication protocol, such as Common Channel
Referring to FIG. 1, the initial call handling process 50 Signaling (CCS7) for the signaling network, Q.931 for
is set in motion by a caller at station set 105 dialing for an Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN) Pri
example, an 800 or 900 number which is recognized by mary Rate Interface (PRI) or X.25 for a data network.
Local Exchange Carrier (LEC) network 103 as a data It is also worth noting that any exchange of information
base-queried call. The call is then automatically routed between carrier's database 106 and subscriber's database
by LEC network 103 to one of the interexchange carri 55 108 is uniquely identified by a transaction id number to
er's originating toll switches, namely ACP 102 in FIG. facilitate the management in carrier's database 108 of
1. In addition to the dialed number, LEC network 103 multiple simultaneous transactions from multiple sub
also forwards to ACP 102 the Automatic Number Iden
scribers. If the content of Call Prompter field 203 indi
tification (ANI) or the billing number of the calling cates that the subscriber did not request call prompting
party. Using the dialed number, ACP 102 then launches 60 features, the dialed number and the ANI are forwarded
a query on its signaling network represented in FIG. 1 by carrier's database 106 to subscriber's database 108, as
by STP 104, to locate the carrier's database that stores described in step 403. For certain applications (such as
the Call Processing Record, such as CPR 107 for the multiple subscribers sharing one subscribers' database)
particular subscriber associated with the call. Carrier's some subscribers may not want to subject all callers to
database 106 then uses the dialed number information to 65 post dial delay inconveniences associated with collec
retrieve the appropriate CPR (e.g. CPR 107) to receive tion of information from the caller using a call prompt
instructions on how to process the call. At this point, ing device. Yet these same subscribers may have a re
the content of the Intelligent-Call-Processing-Route quirement for a positive identification of the caller in
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order to provide the individualized level of service
demanded by their customers. Accordingly, a test is
made in step 404, to determine if positive identification
of the caller is required to process the call. If the posi
tive caller identification requirement is absent, the for
mulation of the processing label module described be
low, is immediately initiated. If positive identification of
the caller is required however, the ANI received from
the caller is compared, in step 405, to all CCRCPR
records to determine, in step 406, if there is a record on 10
file for the caller. If a record matching the caller's ANI
is located, the formulation of the processing label de
scribed below is initiated. If no record matching the
caller's ANI is found, subscriber's database 108, in step
407, sends a message to carrier's database 106 requesting 15
solicitation of information from the caller. Steps 408,
409, 410 and 411 described above in the information
collection process are then sequentially performed.
III. Formulation of Processing Label
Upon receipt of the originating information for the 20
call, subscriber's database 108 uses the ANI and the
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prised of one or two fields depending on the applica
tion. The first field which is present for most applica
tions is represented by end-point-label-1 in field 1002. It
identifies either a class or individualized characteristics
associated with the caller. These characteristics may
include, for example, estimate of caller's income, pur
chasing history of the caller (occasional buyer, loyal
customer, end-user, retailer), type of transactions de
sired by the caller, face value of the insurance policy of
the caller, amount in the certificate deposits of the cal
ler, native language of the caller, to name a few. The
characteristics identified by the end point label are
paired in records stored in subscriber's database 106,
with codes for specific extension numbers (or attendant

split positions) at subscriber's locations, staffed by atten
dants with the appropriate skills set to handle the call.
FIG. 8 shows a table mapping characteristics to loca
tions and extension codes.
End-point-label-2 in field 1003 may consist of a set of
alphanumeric characters that are forwarded by sub

scriber's database 108 to carrier's database which passes
it unaltered to the terminating PBX via the carrier's
communication switching system. In its simplest form,
CCRCPR record. Information retrieved can be caller
it can be displayed on monitors such as monitor 114 or
specific, such as financial information in field 304 or 25 monitor 113 for the benefit of the attendant answering
account information in field 306 of FIG. 3. For example, the call, thereby facilitating call handling tasks. Types
the ANI and/or caller entered information of a call
of information displayed may include, for example,
directed to a bank can advantageously be matched with caller entered information or application specific data
the corresponding account information, such as the retrieved from or processed by subscriber's database
account number and other related financial information 30 108. If the subscriber has a processor, such as processor
about the caller, such as loan balance, amount of money 122 or 123 in FIG. 1 attached to PBX 115 or PBX 116,
in savings deposit, etc. Alternatively, information re sophisticated applications can use the contents of end
trieved can be group oriented, as opposed to being point-label-2 as a key for local database search opera
individualized, wherein a caller is associated with a tions on processor 122 or 123 to retrieve information for
class of customers based on its ANI. The ANI in this 35 display to an attendant answering the call.
case, is used as a key in a database search to retrieve
The routing label in field 1001, on the other hand,
information about that class such as Potential Business
represents a code indicating all locations with stations
Rating Code in field 305 of FIG. 3. For example, calls corresponding to the characteristics identified by the
characterized by their ANI or caller entered informa end point label. More specifically, the routing label is a
tion as originating from "gold" card members of a pointer forwarded by subscriber's database 108 to carri
credit card company may put the caller in a class enti er's database 106 that restricts the number of locations
tled to different treatment than a similar call from a
considered by carrier's database 106 in selecting a desti
regular credit card member.
nation number for the call. The routing label also trig
Once subscriber's database 108 has classified or posi gers the execution of a tree-structured logic routine in
tively identified the caller, it uses a) the CCRCPR re 45 carrier's database 106. The routing label can indicate,
trieved for the call, b) its processing logic and c) associ for instance, all the locations that meet the requirements
ated routines to formulate a processing label for the call. designated by the end point label or locations to which
An example which illustrates two different methods the call should not be forwarded because of lack of call
outlining the steps (FIG. 6 and FIG. 7) leading to the handling resources. Carrier's database 106, however,
formulation of a processing label is provided below. In 50 does not make use of the end point label in its decision
order to facilitate a better understanding of the example process.
and to shed some light on some of its intricacies, a gen
Although the processing label ordinarily consists of a
eral explanation of pertinent key concepts and their routing label, an end point label and optionally a billing
interaction within the framework of our invention is
information label, an alternative embodiment of this
provided first.
55 invention provides for the omission of the routing label
The subscriber's database processing logic is essen from the processing label. In this case, the layout of the
tially a set of decision-based rules that trigger the execu processing label can be represented by FIG. 14. For this
tion of specific routines as a logical function of the value embodiment, CPR 107 in the carrier's database must
of certain application specific parameters along with the contain an additional table called an "initial routing
value of the ANI, the caller entered information, the table' that may be represented by FIG. 12. This table
dialed number or any field in the CCRCPR. The pro correlates the characteristics associated with the call
cessing label formulated by subscriber's database 108 is indicated in this case, by the service type label in field
composed of two distinct but sometimes complemen 1401 to a routing logic tree associated with a set of
tary elements and possibly a third component called the locations and extension codes corresponding to stations
billing information label. FIG. 10 and FIG. 11 show 65 staffed by attendants with the appropriate skills set.
two possible layouts of the fields in the processing label.
Once the routing label or service type label has been
As shown in FIG. 10, one of the elements of the pro devised by subscriber's database 108, a test is made in
cessing label called an end point label, is a code com step 413, to determine if the variable billing option is

caller entered information if available, to retrieve in step
412, additional information about the caller from the
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active. The test is performed by looking at the first byte
in the billing rate field 308 in the CCRCPR where the

"1st ACTIVE, OsNACTIVE' indicator allows a

quick screening. If the subscriber requested the variable
billing option, then subscriber's database 108 moves the
billing rate to the billing information label field in the
processing label record. Alternatively, subscriber's
database may use a stored billing algorithm to devise a
customized billing rate for the call. Thus, the billing

or the Caller Entered Information also received from
carrier's database 106. The ANI of the caller is matched
to ANI field 301 in one record of CCRCPR 109 or in

the case of caller entered information, the latter is
matched to customer record identification field 303

information label allows subscribers to bill callers on a 10

call-by-call basis for non-toll-free database-queried tele
communications services such as 900 or 700 numbers.

Various kinds of flexible billing algorithms can be de
vised in subscriber's database 108. For example, volume
callers can get automatic discounts after the number of

15

calls completed by a corporate customer has reached a
or after the billing information label has been added to

20

er's database 106.

The following example illustrates how the processing
label is formulated by subscriber's database 108, and
captures the essence of the synergy between the routing 25
label and the end point label. Let us assume that an
insurance company has a total often locations with five
locations on the east coast (A, C, E, G and I) and five
locations on the west coast (B, D, F, H, J). Those loca
tions are staffed by telephone attendants managed by a 30
supervisor and an assistant supervisor at each location.
Let us further assume that the company wants all calls
from holders of an insurance policy with a face value of
a million dollars or more to be routed to either the

supervisors or the assistant supervisors at certain loca

tions most knowledgeable in the two principal lines of
business of the company namely, life insurance and
property insurance. Similarly, the company wishes to
route calls from holders of policy with a face value

35

between half a million dollars and a million dollars to no

more than two stations at certain locations staffed by
product specialists with excellent interpersonal skills
and expert knowledge in either life or property insur
ance. Calls from other policyholders can be routed to
any attendant at any location so long as records of their 45
policies are stored in a local database. Accordingly, the
subscriber's database for this insurance company is
comprised of a first table in memory (FIG. 8) correlat
ing the characteristics of a policy to a set locations and
a code for a set of extension numbers to which a call
regarding that policy can be directed. For policies
whose face value is less than half a million dollars how

ever, a different table in FIG. 11 pairs a policy number
to a set of locations where the policy records are stored.
Thus, holders of property or life insurance policy with
a face of half a million dollars or more will have their
records stored at every location and accordingly, can

which contains information such as the caller's policy
number or social security number. Subscriber's database

108 in step 630, compares the face value of the policy
(999,999) to ascertain whether it is worth a million dol
lars or more. If so, subscriber's database 108, in step 640,
checks the policy type to determine if it is a life or

contained in financial information 304 to a fixed number

certain level. If the variable billing option is not active,

the processing label, subscriber's database 108 in step
415, forwards the processing label for the call to carri
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In FIG. 6, the process of creating a processing label is
initiated by subscriber's database 108 retrieving in step
610, caller's CCRCPR record using as a key, either the
ANI of the caller received from carrier's database 106

55

have their calls routed to any other location if the pre
ferred locations are not available. The "routing to alter
nate location on busy' feature of some prior art systems
can be used to reroute call for those policyholders if the
preferred locations are not available. Our invention can
be implemented for this insurance company in one of
two ways namely, by formulating a processing label
with or without a routing label. The method of devising 65
a processing label with a routing label is described in
FIG. 6, while the system for formulating a processing
label without a routing label is explained in FIG. 7.

property insurance policy. If the face value of the life
policy of the caller is worth a million dollars or more,
subscriber's database 108 then, in step 650, locates re
cord 81 in FIG. 8 and copies the contents of two fields
in that record, namely, location-treatment field and
extension code field respectively to routing label 1001
and end-point-label-1 1002 of FIG. 10 in steps 665 and
668. If the face value of the policy for the caller is worth
a million dollars or more and the policy is for property
coverage, as opposed to life coverage, subscriber's data
base. 108 in step 660, would locate record 82 in the
Processing Label Table I (FIG. 8). Then, in steps 665
and 668, the contents of the location-treatment field and

the extension code fields would be copied respectively
in routing label 1001 and end-point-label-1 of FIG. 10. If
the face value of the policy is worth less than a million
dollars, subscriber's database 108 in step 670, performs a
test to determine if the face value of the policy exceeds
499,999 dollars. If it is, subscribers database 108 checks
the type of insurance coverage involved (life or prop
erty) in step 675. If the policy provides life coverage,
record 83 in FIG. 8 is located in step 676, and steps 665
and 668 are performed as described earlier. For a prop
erty policy with a face value between half a million and
a million dollars, record 84 of FIG. 8 would be located
in step 655, and steps 665 and 668 would be performed
as described above. If the face value of the policy is less
than half a million dollars, record 85 in FIG.8 would be

located in step 678, and the content of the extension
field for that record, in step 679, would be copied into
end-point-label-1 1002 field of FIG. 10. Furthermore, in
step 680, the policy number contained in customer re
cord identification 303 of CCRCPR 109 is used to lo

cate the record in FIG. 11 matching the policy number.
The content of the alternative location field in that

record is then copied in step 685, to routing label 1001
field in FIG. 10. Finally, in step 690, the policy number
stored in customer record identification field 303 of
CCRCPR 109 is then copied in end-point-label-2 103
field of FIG. 10 regardless of the face value or the type
of coverage for the caller's policy. The policy number
in end-point-label-2 103 of the processing label may be
used by processor 122 or 123 of FIG. 1 to retrieve addi

tional information about the caller for the purpose of
facilitating call handling tasks by the attendant. Thus, in
our example, the places in which records for insurance
policies with a face value of less than half a million

dollars are stored in regional databases also called prem
ises databases (represented in FIG. 1 by processors 122

and 123), dictate the choice of locations for call routing.
Hence, FIG. 11 which pairs policy number to locations
with regional databases where records of these policies
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are stored provides the locations to route a particular label, carrier's database 106, in step 419, retrieves the
call. For policies with face value of half a million dollars CPR for the subscriber and uses a) its own routing
or more however, the locations and the specific exten parameters b) its routing logic, and c) the routing label
sion behind the PBX for that location are provided to devise a destination number for the call. Routing
directly from the Processing Label Table I of FIG. 8. It parameters that can be used to influence the formulation
is worth noting that the location/treatment field in FIG. of
destination number include time of day, day of
8 can also direct carrier's database 106 to play an an thethe
week,
day of year, the number of calls in queue at a
nouncement for the call in lieu of routing it to a sub
time for a specific location (if applicable), the
scriber's location. Thus, if the location/treatment field given
number of simultaneous calls in progress at a given
for example, is equal to "P", carrier's database would O destination,
etc. The processing of the call by carrier's
then
play
the
specific
announcement
indicated
by
code
database 106 follows almost the same basic pattern es
sp''.
tablished by the prior art (U.S. Pat. Nos. 4,611,094,
As mentioned above, our invention has an alternative 4,162,377,
4,371,752). When the routing label
embodiment for the creation of a processing label with is included4,191,860,
the processing label, our invention simpli
out a routing label. FIG. 7 illustrates how the insurance 15 fies carrier'sin database
task in the selection of the
company in our example, can create such a processing final destination for the106
call
since it limits its choice of
label. The process is initiated in step 710, by subscriber's locations for selecting a destination
number for the call.
database 108 retrieving from CCRCPR 109 the caller's
If the processing label forwarded by subscriber's
record using as a key either the ANI or the caller en database
108 does not have a routing label component,
tered information received from carrier's database 106. 20
The record is read in step 720, and the face value of the carrier's database 106, in step 417, uses the service type
policy contained in the financial information field 304 label 1401 field to locate the appropriate record in the
(FIG. 3) is analyzed in step 730, to determine if it is initial processing table described in FIG. 12. The record
worth a million dollars or more. In that event, the pol whose routing logic tree indicator matches service type
icy type is checked in step 740, to ascertain if the cal 25 label 1401 in the processing label, points carrier's data
ler/policyholder has a life or property coverage. If the base 106 to a subtree routing logic associated with the
caller has life coverage worth a million dollars or more, characteristics of the call matching a set of locations
record 91 of FIG. 9 is located in step 760, and the con and at least one station staffed by attendant with the
tent of the service type indicator field of record 91 in appropriate skills set. The routing logic tree indicator
FIG. 9 is copied into the service type label field 1401 of 30 retrieved by the record triggers the execution of a set of
FIG. 14 as described in step 795. In addition, the policy instructions that lead to the selection of a destination
number contained in customer record identification
number for the call. For example, in the case of our
field 303 of the CCRCPR is copied into the end point insurance company, if the service type label forwarded
label 1402 field in FIG. 14 as indicated in step 798. If the to carrier's database 106 by subscriber's database 108 is
insurance policy for the caller has a face value of a 35 equal to "L2', then carrier's database 106 would exe
million dollars or more for property coverage, in that cute the set of tree structured chain of routing instruc
case, in step 750, record 92 of FIG.9 would be located tions stored under "L2'. Accordingly, carrier's data
and steps 795 and 798 would be performed as described base 106 would use the pointed routing logic and associ
above. However, if the face value of the policy is less ated routing parameters to select a destination number
than a million dollars, a test would be performed in step for the call from the list of potential locations matching
770, to determine if the face value of the policy is worth the characteristics associated with the call. As men
half a million dollars or more. If so, a second test is tioned above, carrier's database 106 in step 419, uses any
performed in step 780, to check the type of coverage for of the methods in the prior art to select the final destina
the policy. If the policy type is life, record 93 of FIG.9 tion number for the call. Carrier's database 106 then, in
would be located in step 791 and steps 795 and 798 45 step 420, forwards the destination number and the end
would then be performed as indicated above. In case the point label (or the extension code in the case of a pro
coverage for the half-million dollar policy is for prop cessing label without a routing label) to ACP 102,
erty, record 94 would be located in step 790, and steps which uses interexchange carrier network 124 to route
795 and 798 would be performed as indicated above. If the call to the appropriate location. The two fields in
the face value of the policy is worth less than half a 50 the end point label (or end-point-label-2 and the exten
million dollars, record 95 would be located in step 775, sion code in the case of a processing label without a
and steps 795 and 798 would be executed as described routing label) are passed to the PBX at the terminating
above. The major difference between the processing location if the content of CINFO field 305 in FIG. 3
lable with a routing label and the processing label with indicates that the subscriber so desires. If the call is
out a routing label lies in the fact that in the first case, 55 destined for a station connected to PBX 115, then those
only minor changes have to be undertaken in carrier's fields are passed unaltered through LEC switch 121
database 106 as it exists in the prior art. In the case of the (assuming CCS7 NI is implemented in the LEC Net
processing label without a processing label, carrier's work). If the billing information label is part of the
database 106 has to be modified as described below.
processing label, ACP 102 uses the billing information
IV. Route Selection, Switching and Call Handling label to build a billing record for the call. The end
Process
point-label-1 or the extension code number is matched
Referring still to FIG. 5, subscriber's database 108 in the CPE routing table in FIG. 13 to one of the appro
forwards to carrier's database 106 in step 415, the pro priate stations such as telephone set 117, 118, 119 or 120,
cessing label that it has formulated in the previous steps. staffed by attendants with the appropriate skills set.
After receiving the processing label, carrier's database 65 Moreover, end-point-label-2 can be forwarded by PBX
106 in step 416, analyzes the processing label to deter 116, for example, to attached processor 123, for use as a
mine if the routing label is included in the processing key in database search operations to retrieve additional
label. When the routing label is part of the processing information
about the caller. The retrieved information
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can be displayed on CRT 113 for the attendant answer
ing the call at station set 117.
The use of end-point-label-2 in database search opera
tions at subscriber's locations, allows subscribers to
implement a truly distributed call processing architec
ture. More specifically, this aspect of our invention
allows subscribers to deploy small regional databases at
their locations where records with certain characteris
tics are duplicated only in certain regional databases.
This negates the need to store detailed information
regarding every customer in the subscriber's database
and at every regional database. For example, if a sub

18
subscribers to differentiate their products and services
from their competitors through better customer satis

faction by offering, for example, personalized services
and higher level of responsiveness for preferred or loyal
customers. For example, calls can be directed to a spe
cific group of attendants based on specific characteris

tics of the caller such as the native language of the
caller.

10.

scriber has ten locations but only two locations staffed

by attendants fluent in Spanish, records of callersidenti
fied as fluent only in Spanish would be stored only in 15
the subscriber's database and the regional databases of
those locations as opposed to being replicated at every
location.
If subscriber's database 108 is disabled or does not

forward the processing label to carrier's database 106
within a predetermined time interval, carrier's database
106 may use default routing logic specified by the sub
scriber to complete the call.

information;
ii) a second database which is connected to said first
database and which stores subscriber information

As stated above, carrier's database 106, subscriber's

database 108, ACP 102 and PBX 116 have intelligence
and therefore are capable of processing stored program
instructions. FIGS. 15 through 18 depict graphically
maps of individual areas of storage within those compo
nents in which those programmed instructions are
stored for performing the processes and steps described
above. In particular, FIG. 15 illustrates areas 1501
through 1510 in which instructions are stored for carri
er's database 106. Likewise, FIG. 16 depicts areas 1601
through 1607 storing instructions to be executed by
subscriber's database 108. Similarly, FIG. 17 shows
storage areas 1701 through 1705 containing instructions
executed by ACP 102. Finally, FIG. 18 presents similar
areas from 1801 through 1803 storing instructions for a
subscriber's premise equipment such as PBX 116 or
PBX 115.
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associated customer's record. Hence, subscribers can

including callers' related information; and
iii) a source of call origination information,
wherein said method includes the steps of:
generating a first call process information by apply
ing said call origination information to said first
database;
transmitting said first call process information to
said second database;

retrieving in said second database said stored cal
lers' related information using said first call pro
cess information as a retrieval key;
generating in said second database a second call
process information as a joint function of said
retrieved stored callers' related information and

said first call process information;
transmitting said second call process information to
said first database; and

40

formulating in said first database processing in
structions comprised of a destination number for
routing and handling said call using said second
call process information.

45

process information is a processing label which includes
at least one of the following fields i) a routing label
which provides routing input data to said carrier's data
base ii) an end point label which denotes characteristics
associated with calls iii) a billing information label
which contains data for creating a billing record for said
calls.
3. A method for processing database-queried calls
through a communication switching system which in
cludes:
i) a first database storing call processing programs
and call handling and routing information and;
ii) a second database which is connected to said first
database and which stores subscriber information
including routines and callers' related information;
and
iii) a source of call origination information,
wherein said method includes the steps of:
receiving in said first database said call origination
information;
retrieving from said first database said stored call
handling and routing information which in
structs said first database to send said call origi
nation information to said second database;

From the foregoing, it may be observed that our
invention allows a subscriber's database to place callers
in different classes, subject to separate call treatments
triggered by a specific processing label based on the
customer's ANI or caller entered information and the

The above description is to be construed as only an
skilled in the art can easily conceive of alternative ar
rangements providing functionality similar to our in
vention without any deviation from the fundamental
principles or the scope of this invention.
What is claimed is:
1. A method for processing database-queried calls
through a communication switching system which in
cludes:
i) a first database storing call handling and routing
illustrative embodiment of this invention. Persons

2. The method of claim 1 wherein said second call

readily identify and discretely differentiate certain vital
customers for specialized treatment. For example, dur
ing a peak traffic (busy) hour the subscriber's database
can instruct the carrier's database through the process
ing label to play a call-back announcement or to queue
a call from an ANI-identified information seeking cus
tomer in order to preserve call handling resources for
potential revenue generating customers.
Moreover, functional routing parameters tailored to 55
the specific needs of a subscriber's business are best
understood by the subscriber, and therefore best opti
mized in the subscriber's database. Accordingly, com
munications carriers are relieved of the need to under
take costly and time consuming networking develop
ment efforts to meet subscribers' diverse requirements.
Our invention permits routing functions to be logically
partitioned between carrier's database and subscriber's
database wherein carrier's database handles general
network related routing functions and subscriber's data 65
base is responsible for customer-specific, business ori
ented routing functions. Furthermore, the call-by-call
routing feature made possible with this invention allows
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transmitting said call origination information to
said second database in order for said second

database to execute said stored routines using as
input said caller's related information and said
call origination information to generate call pro
cess information;
receiving in said first database said call process
information from said second database;
executing in said first database said call processing
programs to determine a destination number and a 10
call treatment for said call using as input said call
process information and said stored call handling
and routing information.
4. The method of claim 3, wherein said call treatment
includes directing said call to an audio response unit. 15
5. A method for processing database-queried calls
using the call processing capabilities of a communica
tion switching system, which includes:
i) a carrier's database which receives call originating
information from an originating switch, and which 20
stores a plurality of carrier definable call process
ing programs, call handling instructions and rout
ing parameters associated with a subscriber; and
ii) a subscriber's database which stores subscriber
definable programs, parameters and callers' related 25
information, and which has a connection to said

carrier's database, wherein said method comprises
the steps of:
a) retrieving from said carrier's database said call
handling instructions which direct said carrier's
database to forward said call originating infor
mation to said subscriber's database via said con
nection;
b) sending said call originating information to said
subscriber's database so that said subscriber's
database can execute said subscriber definable

30

35
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7. The method of claim 5, further including the step
of said carrier's database instructing said originating
switch to direct an attached call prompting device to
solicit and collect information from said caller to sup
plement said originating information prior to forward
ing said originating information to said subscriber's .
database.
8. The method of claim 5, further including the steps
of:
determining in said subscriber's database if a record
exists for said caller; and
directing said carrier's database to instruct said origi
nating switch to solicit and collect information
from said caller upon a negative outcome of said

determining step.
9. The method of claim 5, wherein, said originating
information passed by said carrier's database to said

subscriber's database includes:

i) the Automatic Number Identification (ANI) of a
calling station;
ii) a called number; and
iii) caller entered information.
10. The method of claim 5, wherein said processing
label includes at least one of the following fields:
i) a routing label which provides routing input data to
said carrier's database;
ii) an end point label denoting characteristics associ
ated with said call;
iii) a billing information label which contains data for
creating a billing record for said call.
11. The method of claim 10 further including the step
of subscriber's premise equipment at said subscriber's
location receiving said call and routing said call to one
of a plurality of attendant split positions as a function of
the information contained in said end point label.
12. The method of claim 11 further including the step
of said subscriber's premise equipment forwarding said
end point label to display monitors.
13. The method of claim 11 further including the step
of said subscriber's premise equipment forwarding said
end point label to an attached processor to retrieve

programs to formulate a processing label in said
subscriber's database as a logical function of the
value of said call originating information and
said caller's related information associated with
said originating information;
c) receiving in said carrier's database via said con additional information about said call.
nection, said processing label from said subscrib
14. The method of claim 5 further including the steps
of:
er's database;
d) executing said call processing programs in said 45 determining in said carrier's database the operational
carrier's database using as input data said pro
status of said subscriber's database; and
cessing label information and said routing param
invoking a default routing logic when said subscrib
eters to select a destination number for said call
wherein said destination number conforms to

er's database is disabled.

15. The method of claim 5 further including the step
of said carrier's database temporarily disabling commu
nications with said subscriber's database upon instruc
tions from said subscriber.
16. The method of claim 5 further comprising the
steps of:
receiving in said carrier's database at call termination,
a call termination message from said originating
switch;
receiving in said subscriber's database said call termi
nation message sent by said carrier's database; and
updating a call handling resources file in said sub
scriber's database using said received call termina
tion message.
17. The method of claim 10 wherein said routing label
directs said carrier's database to route said call to an
audio response unit capable of emitting a plurality of

characteristics denoted in said processing label; SO
and
e) forwarding said destination number and at least
part of said processing label from said carrier's
database to said originating switch in order to
route said call to a subscriber's location using 55
said communication switching system.
6. The invention defined in claim 5, wherein the sub
scriber definable programs are comprised of:
a) decision instructions which i) compare values of at
least one of a plurality of stored fields in a record
associated with a caller to predefined parameters
and ii) derive action instructions from said compar
ison; and
b) action instructions which specifyi) input data to be
evaluated in the execution of call processing pro 65
grams in said carrier's database and ii) commands announcements, and wherein one of said announce
for specific functions to be performed by said carri ments is selected as a function of the value of said end
er's database.

point label.
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18. The method of claim 10 wherein said billing infor
mation label is forwarded by said carrier's database to
said originating switch for the purpose of creating a
billing record for said call after said call has been termi
nated.

19. The method of claim 5, wherein said forwarding
step by said carrier's database of said destination num
ber to said originating switch further includes the step
of sending said destination number to said subscriber's
database after said call has been completed; and wherein
said method includes updating a file of call handling

22
23. A system for processing database-queried calls
through a communication switching system which in
cludes:

5

10

resources available at all subscriber's locations in accor
dance with said forwarded information.
20. The method of claim 19 wherein records of said

updated call handling resources file in said subscriber's
database are used as input data in the formulation of said
processing label
21. The method of claim 10, wherein said routing
label associates said call to a specific class triggering the
execution of specific routing tree instructions in said
carrier definable programs in said carrier's database to
determine a treatment for said call.

i) a first database storing call handling and routing
information;
ii) a second database which is connected to said first
database and which stores subscriber information
including callers' related information; and
iii) a source of call origination information,
wherein said system includes:
means for generating first call process information
by applying said call origination information to
said first database;

15

20

means for transmitting said first call process infor
mation to said second database;
means for retrieving in said second database said
stored callers' related information using said first
call process information as a retrieval key;
means for generating in said second database sec
ond call process information as a joint function
of said retrieved stored callers's related informa
tion and said first call process information;
means for transmitting said second call process
information to said first database; and
means for formulating in said first database pro
cessing instructions comprised of a destination
number for routing and handling said call using

22. A method of routing a caller-initiated database
queried call to a subscriber's premise equipment and
forwarding to said subscriber's premise equipment in 25
formation associated with said call, using the call pro
cessing capabilities of a communication switching sys
tem comprised of:
said second call process information.
24. A system for processing database-queried calls
i) an originating switch which receives from the cal
ler originating information associated with said 30 through a communication switching system which in
cludes:
call;
ii) a carrier's storage and processing facility storing
i) a first database storing call processing programs
carrier definable call processing programs, sub
and call handling and routing information and;
scriber's related call processing information and
ii) a second database which is connected to said first
routing parameters; and
35
database and which stores subscriber information
iii) a subscriber's storage and processing facility stor
including routines and callers' related information;
and
ing subscriber definable programs and callers' re
lated information,
iii) a source of call origination information,
wherein said method comprises the steps of:
wherein said system includes:
a) retrieving in said carrier's storage and processing 40
means for receiving in said first database said call
facility initial call handling instructions based on
origination information;
said subscriber's related call processing informa
means for retrieving from said first database said
tion;
stored call handling and routing information
which instructs said first database to send said
b) forwarding to said subscriber's storage and pro
cessing facility said originating information asso 45
call origination information to said second data
ciated with said call so that said subscriber's
base;
storage and processing facility can execute said
means for transmitting said call origination infor
nation to said second database in order for said
subscriber definable programs to formulate a
processing label identifying with a code a plural
second database to execute said stored routines
ity of stations with specific characteristics associ
using as input said caller's related information
ated with said call at any of a plurality of loca
and said call origination information to generate
tions;
call process information;
c) receiving said processing label in said carrier's
means for receiving in said first database said call
storage and processing facility and devising a
process information from said second database;
destination number for said call in said carrier's 55
means for executing in said first database said call
storage and processing facility using at least part
processing programs to determine a destination
of said processing label and said carrier's storage
number and a call treatment for said call using as
and processing facility routing parameters;
input said call process information and said
e) forwarding said destination number and part of
stored call handling and routing information.
said processing label to said originating switch; 60 25. The system of claim 24, further including means in
f) routing said call to said subscriber's premise said first database to select a destination number as call
equipment using said communication switching treatment.
system; and
26. The system of claim 24, further including means in
g) forwarding part of said processing label to said said first database to direct said call to an audio response
subscriber's premise equipment for the purpose 65 unit as a form of call treatment.
of directing said call to one of a plurality of
27. A system for processing database-queried calls
specific stations connected to said subscriber's using the call processing capabilities of a communica
premise equipment.
tion switching system, which includes:
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i) a carrier's database which receives call originating
information from an originating switch, and which
stores a plurality of carrier definable call process
ing programs, call handling instructions and rout
ing parameters associated with a subscriber; and
ii) a subscriber's database which stores subscriber
definable programs, parameters and callers' related

24
ii) a called number; and
iii) caller entered information.
32. The system of claim 27, wherein said processing

5

information, and which has a connection to said

carrier's database, wherein said system comprises:
a) means for retrieving from said carrier's database
said call handling instructions which direct said

O

carrier's database to forward said call originating

information to said subscriber's database via said

connection;

-

b) means for sending said call originating informa

15

tion to said subscriber's database so that said
subscriber's database can execute said subscriber

definable programs to formulate a processing
label in said subscriber's database as a logical
function of the value of said call originating
information and said caller's related information
associated with said originating information;
c) means for receiving in said carrier's database via
said connection, said processing label from said
subscriber's database;
d) means for executing said call processing pro
grams in said carrier's database using as input
data said processing label information and said
routing parameters to select a destination num

25

28. The invention defined in claim 27, wherein the

35

subscriber definable programs include:
a) decision instructions which i) compare values of at
least one of a plurality of stored fields in a record
associated with a caller to predefined parameters
and ii) derive action instructions from said compar
ison; and
b) action instructions which specifyi) input data to be 45
evaluated in the execution of call processing pro
grams in said carrier's database and ii) commands
for specific functions to be performed by said carri
er's database.
29. The system of claim 27, further including means in 50
said carrier's database for instructing said originating
switch to direct an attached call prompting device to
solicit and collect information from said caller to sup
plement said originating information prior to forward
ing said originating information to said subscriber's 55
database.
30. The system of claim 27, further including:
means for determining in said subscriber's database if
a record exists for said caller; and
means for directing said carrier's database to instruct 60
said originating switch to solicit and collect infor
mation from said caller upon a negative outcome of
said determination.
31. The system of claim 27, wherein, said originating
information passed by said carrier's database to said
subscriber's database includes:

i) the Automatic Number Identification (ANI) of a
calling station;

end point label to display monitors.
35. The system of claim 33 further including means in
said subscriber's premise equipment for forwarding said
end point label to an attached processor in order to
retrieve additional information about said call.
36. The system of claim 27 further including:
means for determining in said carrier's database the
operational status of said subscriber's database; and
means for invoking a default routing logic when said
subscriber's database is disabled.

ber for said call wherein said destination number 30

conforms to characteristics denoted in said pro
cessing label; and
e) means for forwarding said destination number
and at least part of said processing label from
said carrier's database to said originating switch
in order to route said call to a subscriber's loca
tion using said communication switching system.

label includes at least one of the following fields:
i) a routing label which provides routing input data to
said carrier's database;
ii) an end point label denoting characteristics associ
ated with said call;
iii) a billing information label which contains data for
creating a billing record for said call.
33. The system of claim 32 further including means
for subscriber's premise equipment at said subscriber's
location receiving said call to route said call to one of a
plurality of attendant split positions as a function of the
value of said end point label.
34. The system of claim 33 further including means in
said subscriber's premise equipment for forwarding said

37. The system of claim 27 further including means in
said carrier's database for temporarily disabling com
munications with said subscriber's database upon in
structions from said subscriber.
38. The system of claim 32 further including means in
said carrier's database for using said routing label to
route said call to an audio response unit capable of
emitting a plurality of announcements, and wherein one
of said announcements is selected as a function of the
value of said end point label.
39. The system of claim 32 further including means in
said carrier's database for forwarding said billing infor
mation label to said originating switch for the purpose
of creating a billing record for said call.
40. The system of claim 27, wherein, said destination
number forwarding means in said carrier's database
further includes means for sending said destination num
ber to said subscriber's database after said call has been
completed; and wherein said system further includes
means for updating a file of call handling resources
available at all subscriber's locations in accordance with
said forwarded information.

41. The system of claim 40, wherein said updating
means further includes means for updating said file of
call handling resources in accordance with a prese
lected average call holding time
42. The system of claim 40, wherein said updating
means further includes
means for receiving in said carrier's database at call
termination, a call termination message from said
originating switch;
means for receiving in said subscriber's database said
call termination message sent by said carrier's data
base; and
means for updating said call handling resources file in
said subscriber's database in accordance with said
received information.

43. The method of claim 40 further including means
for using records of said updated call handling re
sources file in said subscriber's database as input data in
the formulation of said processing label.
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44. The system of claim 32, further including means
for using said routing label to associate said call to a

26

scriber's storage and processing facility can exe
cute said subscriber definable programs to for
mulate a processing label identifying with a code
a plurality of stations with specific characteris

specific class triggering the execution of specific rout
ing tree instructions in said carrier definable programs

in said carrier's database to determine a treatment for
said call.

tics associated with said call at any of a plurality
of locations;

45. A system of routing a database-queried call initi
c) means for receiving said processing label in said
ated by a caller to a subscriber's premise equipment and
carrier's storage and processing facility and de
forwarding to said subscriber's premise equipment in
vising a destination number for said call in said
formation associated with said call, using the call pro O
carrier's storage and processing facility using at
cessing capabilities of a communication switching sys
least part of said processing label and said carri
tem comprised of:
er's storage and processing facility routing pa
i) an originating switch which receives from the cal
rameters;
ler originating information associated with the call;
e) means for forwarding said destination number
ii) a carrier'storage and processing facility storing 15
and part of said processing label to said originat
carrier definable call processing programs, sub
ing switch;
scriber's related call processing information and
f) means for routing said call to said subscriber's
routing parameters; and
premise equipment using said communication
iii) a subscriber's storage and processing facility stor
switching system; and
ing subscriber definable programs and callers' re 20
g) means for forwarding part of said processing
lated information,
label to said subscriber's premise equipment for
wherein said system comprises:
the purpose of directing said call to one of a
a) means for retrieving in said carrier's storage and
plurality of specific stations connected to said
processing facility initial call handling instruc
premise equipment.
tions based on said subscriber's related call pro 25 46. The method of claim 19 wherein said said updat
cessing information;
ing step further includes the step of:
b) means for forwarding to said subscriber's stor
updating said file of call handling resources in accor
age and processing facility said originating infor
dance with a preselected average
call holding time.
k
is
nation associated with said call so that said sub
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